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The Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells are fabricated, where CIGS absorbers with various Ga/III, Ga/(In+Ga), 
profiles are prepared by the so-called “multi-layer precursor method” [1]. The Ga/III profile is investigated 
by dynamic-secondary ion mass spectroscopy. In this work, the correlation (linear dependence) between 
cell parameters and the averaged Ga/III ratios, calculated in different depth ranges of the Ga/III profiles, is 
examined by correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient, calculated as shown in ref. [1], determines 
the degree to which two variable's movements are associated. It varies from -1 to +1. A -1 indicates perfect 
negative correlation, and +1 indicates perfect positive correlation. 
In Fig. 1, VOC and averaged Ga/III, calculated in the range (A) from 0 to 200 nm, indicate high correlation 
(less scatter data), whereas VOC and averaged Ga/III, calculated in the range (B) from 800 to 1600 nm, 
show less correlation (more scatter data), thus leading to correlation coefficient of VOC (0.97) in the case of 
A higher than that (0.92) in the case of B. Moreover, the correlation coefficient of VOC in Fig. 2 is close to 
0.97 when the depth range (< ~320 nm) for calculating averaged Ga/III. Based on the results in Figs. 1 and 
2, it is implied that VOC is strongly influenced by Ga/III content near CIGS absorber surface of the solar cell. 
Motivated by the results, we also observe the correlation (linear dependence) between other cell parameters 
(FF, and JSC) and various averaged Ga/III ratios calculated in several depth ranges in CIGS absorber to 
distinguish which part of the absorber primarily affects each cell parameter (FF, and JSC), providing general 
insight into the requirements for the improvement of cell efficiency. The detail will be discussed. 
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Fig. 1. VOC of solar cells on SLG substrates as a 

function of the averaged Ga/III ratios calculated in 

ranges; (A) from 0 to 200 nm, and (B) from 800 to 

1600 nm, respectively, expanding from CIGS surface. 

Fig. 2. Depth range from CIGS absorber surface 

expanding into its bulk using for the 

calculation of various averaged Ga/III ratios 

potted against correlation coefficients of VOC 
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